MISSION | CORAS is dedicated to transforming the way DoD leaders make decisions in planning and budgeting military assets and programs with its Decision Management Toolset™

DoD Leaders must make rapid and confident decisions. Strategic moves and responses need to be based on information from a single source of truth, not static or inaccurate data derived from spreadsheets, PowerPoints, and emails. CORAS’ Cloud platform puts next-generation science and technology behind their Decision Management Toolset™ to automate the DoD’s (PPBE, TOA, POM, assets, and resources) complex programs and portfolios.

CORAS brings disparate data from all your tasks, projects, programs, and assets into one holistic window. Make sense of your data with analytics and AI capabilities. Get an accurate view of your mission without obscuring critical details. As one of the world’s largest enterprises, the DoD must execute its mission and goals to maintain readiness and to safeguard national security. With CORAS, leadership has the capability to visualize each decision they make, its effects on the warfighter, the mission, and the optimal path.

“We are increasing the speed of decision making.”
- U.S. Navy

CORAS provides a frictionless platform to military departments and agencies, tackling their major programming and asset management challenges through the aggregation of existing data sources, the analysis of project and program readiness, and the automation of information reporting. The resulting time savings transforms... Strategic Asset Management, Programming Dollars, and Programs Management.
DoD Customer Solutions

Strategic Asset Management -

Challenge - The DoD is facing a large caliber problem. It needs to know what to buy in the present, the near term, and the future to advance its capabilities and execute the mission. The data they need to achieve this is stove-piped, scattered everywhere, and sometimes exists nowhere at all. And yet DoD still tasked with making decisions that will affect the architecture of the military for the next 30-40 years.

Solution - CORAS helps make this challenge manageable by breaking through the stove-pipes, aggregating the scattered data, and presenting the information DoD leadership needs to inform decisions in real-time. Because CORAS is built to understand relationships between assets, leaders can perform robust “what-if” analysis and excursions to identify any present and future effects of their decisions.

Programming Dollars

Challenge - To fund, or not to fund – that is the question. The DoD has to make these difficult program funding decisions every day. The problem with this today is that it’s often done in a binary format, informed only by a line item on a spreadsheet. Balancing dollars across programs, portfolios, and sites multiplies the problem’s complexity a hundred-fold. DoD needs to make these decisions with the most complete set of information possible to ensure that the things they fund align with the mission.

Solution - CORAS brings rich context to program funding decisions by putting all the necessary information right at the fingertips of DoD leaders. Knowing not just how much a program costs, but seeing its impact on the mission, its impact on other programs, and its relationship to the military’s capabilities is the power of what CORAS provides DoD leadership. It’s about the difference between making a decision and making the right decision.

Managing Programs

Challenge - When data lives in numerous different systems, across many projects, it can be almost impossible for the DoD to get the information it needs, in the time-frame it needs it. This is not just because of the number of projects, programs and portfolios – many times there are many different roles managing different pieces of the schedule, financials, and risks all on the same project. And this is even before contractors are brought into the mix.

Solution - CORAS solves this challenge today by giving all roles in a Program a common, single point of entry to get a clear picture of what is going on at any level within the agency. All the information needed to get every member of the team on the same page can be ingested from existing applications or data sources and transformed to paint an accurate, standardized brief - automatically. Each tier, from senior leadership down to project execution, can get the facts in less than the time it takes to skim the front page of the newspaper.